Plasmonic Quantum Dots in Twisted Bilayer Graphene
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We derive a material-realistic real-space many-body Hamiltonian for twisted bilayer graphene from first principles, including both single-particle hopping terms for \( p_x \) electrons and long-range Coulomb interactions. By disentangling low- and high-energy subspaces of the electronic dispersion, we are able to utilize state-of-the-art constrained Random Phase Approximation calculations to reliably describe the non-local background screening from the high-energy \( s \), \( p_x \), and \( p_y \) electron states for arbitrary twist angles. The twist-dependent low-energy screening from \( p_x \) states is subsequently added to obtain a full screening model. We use this approach to study real-space plasmonic patterns in electron-doped twisted bilayer graphene supercells and find, next to classical dipole-like modes, also twist-angle-dependent plasmonic quantum-dot-like excitations with \( s \) and \( p \) symmetries. Based on their inter-layer charge modulations and their footprints in the electron energy loss spectrum, we can classify these modes into “bright” and “dark” states, which show different dependencies on the twist angle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Layered materials with weak inter-layer van der Waals (vdW) interactions allow for precise control of the inter-layer twist angle. The resulting moiré potential has been shown to yield fascinating effects. For example, in the case of twisted bilayer graphene a small “magic angle” has been theoretically predicted at which ultra-flat bands form [1, 2]. Together with sizable Coulomb interactions this allows for possibly strong correlation effects. Both, the characteristics of ultra-flat bands [3] as well as correlation effects have been experimentally verified in the form of insulating and superconducting gaps as well as in the form of ferromagnetic behavior controlled by the doping level [4–7]. For twisted semiconducting layered materials, such as transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs), the effects of the moiré potential on the excitonic properties have been theoretically [8–12] and experimentally [13–15] studied. In these cases, a finite twist angle can yield superlattices with periodicities of the order of the excitonic radii, which can again yield flat electronic dispersions [16, 17] and can effectively trap exciton complexes [11, 14].

For both, correlation effects in twisted bilayer graphene as well as for the formation of moiré excitons in twisted TMDCs, the Coulomb interaction plays a major role. While the single-particle properties of these twisted materials have been studied in great detail including the ab initio derivation of the moiré potentials, the Coulomb interaction has so far been treated with less care. For twisted bilayer graphene various models have been utilized ranging from purely local Coulomb interactions [4], to non-local interactions taking the effective thickness and/or the dielectric environment into account [18–21], and to models treating the low-energy \( p_x \) screening on the level of the (constrained) Random Phase Approximation [22, 23]. To describe the Coulomb interaction in twisted bilayer TMDCs various models have been suggested and used including models resolving the intra- and inter-layer Coulomb interactions based on ab initio estimates for the relevant dielectric functions or constants [9, 11, 12].

Here, we go beyond these effective Coulomb descriptions by deriving an interacting low-energy model for twisted bilayer graphene including both single-particle and Coulomb interaction matrix elements via state-of-the-art down folding of ab initio calculations. With this we especially aim to consistently describe the screening from low-energy \( p_x \) orbitals and from the remaining bands, i.e. from \( sp^2 \) and all other higher-energy states. We use this model to calculate plasmonic excitations in real space for electron-doped finite-size samples at moderate and large twist angles. So far, plasmons in twisted bilayer graphene have been mostly investigated with a focus on small (“magic”) angles [24–27] with the exception of Ref. [28]. Our focus on larger angles comes with a major methodological advantage, which is the circumvention of the screening properties from extremely flat bands and thus large density of states, as it is in the latter situation still not entirely clear whether the Random Phase Approximation is applicable [29–31]. Additionally, the inter-layer hopping model for larger twist angles is less delicate than for small angles. In the latter case one needs to take into account atomic relaxations numerically [32] or at a model level by introducing a family of topological defects [33], which makes the calculations challenging. For moderate to large twist angles, atomic relaxation effects turn out to be negligible, as was shown in Ref. [34] using atomistic simulations with realistic carbon potentials. The use of a nominal, purely geometric moiré structure is therefore justified for larger twist angles.

Within the outlined framework, circumventing common modeling issues, we are able to reliably describe
A. Hamiltonian and Plasmonic Properties

We aim to study twisted bilayer graphene supercells as depicted in Fig. 1. These are constructed such that for zero twist angle ($\theta = 0^\circ$) we get an AB (Bernal) stacked bilayer graphene supercell. The rotation axis is centered at the upper A sublattice (lower B sublattice), as indicated in the inset of Fig. 1. The outer boundaries are chosen to be of armchair type. We describe these supercells with a low-energy Hamiltonian for the $p_z$ states

$$H = \sum_{i,j} t_{ij} c_i^\dagger c_j + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j} U_{ij} n_i n_j ,$$  

with $i$ and $j$ being atomic lattice positions. $c_i$ ($c_i^\dagger$) and $n_i = c_i^\dagger c_i$ are $p_z$-orbital annihilation (creation) and corresponding orbital occupation number operators. $t_{ij}$ and $U_{ij}$ are hopping and density-density Coulomb interaction matrix elements, respectively. At this stage we do not explicitly differentiate between the upper and lower layer in a sense that $i$ and $j$ run over both layers.

To study plasmonic properties we utilize a real-space version of the Random Phase Approximation (RPA) [35–39] to calculate the Electron Energy Loss Spectra (EELS) defined by

$$\text{EELS}(\omega) = -\text{Im} \left[ \frac{1}{\varepsilon_1(\omega)} \right]$$  

with $\varepsilon_1(\omega)$ being the “leading” eigenvalue (with the largest contribution to EELS) of the full dielectric function

$$\varepsilon(\omega) = \sum_n \varepsilon_n(\omega) |\phi_n(\omega)\rangle \langle \phi_n(\omega)| .$$  

Here $\phi_n(r, \omega) = \langle r | \phi_n(\omega) \rangle$ is the corresponding eigenvector in real space which renders the plasmonic excitation pattern. Within a real-space tight-binding approximation the RPA dielectric matrix is given by

$$\varepsilon_{ij}(\omega) = \delta_{ij} - \sum_k U_{ik} \Pi_{kj}(\omega)$$  

with the Coulomb interaction $U_{ik}$ entering the Hamiltonian (1) and the polarizability function $\Pi_{ij}$ given by

$$\Pi_{ij}(\omega) = 2 \sum_{ab} \psi_{ia}^\dagger \psi_{ib} \psi_{ja}^\dagger \psi_{jb} \frac{f_a - f_b}{E_a - E_b + \omega + i\eta} .$$  

Here $E_a, \psi_{ia} \equiv \psi_a(i)$ and $f_a$ are eigenvalues, eigenvectors and corresponding Fermi functions obtained upon diagonalization of the single-particle tight-binding Hamiltonian. $i, j, k$ and $l$ label site indices while $a$ and $b$ label eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. $\eta$ is a small positive constant of the order of 1 meV. More details on the initial implementation can be found in Ref. [38]. In section IV C we furthermore describe how these real-space RPA calculations can be significantly accelerated by exploiting the sparsity of the involved matrices and making use of modern Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). In the following we derive all the necessary model parameters from ab initio.

B. Ab Initio Down Folding

In order to derive all model parameters for arbitrary twist angles via down folding of first principles calculations we have to make one well justified approximation: only the $p_z$ states will experience the moiré potential and thus the twist angle $\theta$. To stress the validity of this assumption we show in Fig. 2 (a) the $sp^2$ projected Density Functional Theory (DFT) band structures of AA (grey) and AB (green) stacked bilayer graphene. Their difference is nearly invisible, as also underlined in Fig. 2 (b)
the AB stacked bilayer graphene (see section IVB for details). In detail, we calculate the hopping matrix elements via

$$t_{ij}(\theta = 0^\circ) = \langle w_i | H^{AB}_{\text{DFT}} | w_j \rangle$$

(6)

for the untwisted ($\theta = 0^\circ$) geometry and using $p_z$-like ab initio Wannier functions $w_i(r)$. In Table I we list the resulting intra- and interlayer hopping matrix elements for an interlayer distance of $d = 3.35 \text{ Å}$. To account for finite twist angles on the single-particle level, we utilize a Slater-Koster based interlayer hopping model [40] $t_{ij}(r) = \gamma_0 \exp[-\alpha(r - r_0)]$, which we fit to the interlayer hopping matrix elements from Table I and obtain $\gamma_0 = 0.29 \text{ eV}$ and $\alpha = 5.63 \text{ Å}^{-1}$. As mentioned above, for small twist angles one would additionally need to account for modulations in the interlayer distance [32–34], but here we are interested in moderate to large twist angles such that the assumption of a purely nominal twisting is adequate.

The accuracy of our low-energy $p_z$ tight-binding model becomes clear from the comparison to the $p_z$-projected DOS presented in Fig. 2 (b) (also the Wannier band structures interpolate the $p_z$ Kohn-Sham states perfectly around the K and M points, not shown). We find that large twist angles ($\theta > 5^\circ$) have only a minor impact on the $p_z$ DOS.

The description of the fully screened, retarded and $\theta$-dependent Coulomb interaction $W(\omega, \theta)$ requires more attention. $W(\omega, \theta)$ is defined by

$$W(\omega, \theta) = \frac{\nu}{1 - v \Pi^{\text{total}}(\omega, \theta)},$$

(7)

where $v$ is the bare Coulomb interaction. $\Pi^{\text{total}}(\omega, \theta)$ renders all possible screening processes at a given rotation angle $\theta$ which can be separated into two terms:

$$\Pi^{\text{total}}(\omega, \theta) \approx \Pi^{p_z}(\omega, \theta) + \Pi^{\text{rest}}(\omega = 0),$$

(8)

with $\Pi^{p_z}(\omega, \theta)$ being the partial polarization as resulting from virtual excitations within the low-energy $p_z$ subspace and as defined in Eq. (5). The rest polarization $\Pi^{\text{rest}}(\omega = 0)$ describes instantaneous screening processes from virtual excitations from and to non-$p_z$ states (such as $sp^2$ and others) as well as “cross-polarization” terms from virtual excitations between the two subspaces. Due to the orthogonality of the $p_z$ and $sp^2$ states the cross-polarization terms can be safely neglected [41]. Importantly, this renders the background (or rest) polarization independent of the twist angle. Using this in Eq. (7) yields

$$W(\omega, \theta) = \frac{\nu}{1 - v [\Pi^{p_z}(\omega, \theta) + \Pi^{\text{rest}}(\omega = 0)]}$$

(9)

$$= \frac{\nu}{1 - U \Pi^{p_z}(\omega, \theta)}$$

with

$$U = \frac{\nu}{1 - v \Pi^{\text{rest}}(\omega = 0)}$$

(10)

TABLE I. Intra- and interlayer hopping matrix elements for the $p_z$ Wannier orbitals in AB stacked bilayer graphene. Due to the four sublattices we get two different values for the next-nearest-neighbour interlayer hopping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intralayer</th>
<th>Interlayer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r, \text{ Å}$</td>
<td>$t_{ij}, \text{ eV}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>-0.991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>-2.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>+0.244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>-0.258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>+0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG. 2. (a) $sp^2$ projected AA (grey) and AB (green) stacked bilayer graphene band structures from DFT together with the Wannier model band structure for the AB stacked bilayer graphene. (b) Full ab initio density of states for AA (grey) and AB (green) stacked bilayer graphene together with the ab initio $p_z$ projection (blue) and the corresponding density of states from our Wannier model,
III. PLASMONIC EXCITATIONS IN AB-STACKED BILAYER GRAPHENE SUPERCELLS

A. Ideal AB stacking

We start our discussion with investigating the EELS of an un-twisted AB stacked bilayer graphene supercell being the \( \theta \)-independent background screened Coulomb interaction, as needed for the evaluation of Eq. (4). We calculate \( U \) within the constrained RPA [42] based on ab initio calculations for AB-stacked bilayer graphene (see section IVB for details). This yields discretized \( U_{ij} \) with \( i, j \) being AB bilayer graphene lattice positions. For the evaluation of Eq. (4) we, however, need to evaluate \( U_{\alpha\beta} \) also for other positions resulting from the finite rotation angles \( \theta \). To this end, we map the discretized \( U_{ij} \) to a continuum model \( U(r = r_i - r_j) \). For the latter we choose the analytic image-charge model for the potential within a dielectric slab of height \( d \) reading [39, 43–45]:

\[
U(r) = \frac{e^2}{\varepsilon_m z_0(r)} + 2 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{e^2 \beta_n}{\varepsilon_m z_n(r)} \tag{11}
\]

with \( e \) being the elementary charge, \( \varepsilon_m \) the dielectric constant of the slab, \( z_0(r) = \sqrt{r^2 + \delta^2 + (nb)^2} \), and \( \beta_n = (\varepsilon_m - 1)/(\varepsilon_m + 1) \). The additional parameter \( \delta \) allows us to also fit the numerical on-site potential \( U_{ij} = U(r = 0) \). In Fig. 3 we show the ab initio cRPA data together with the fit using Eq. (11), the locally screened interaction \( \frac{e^2}{\varepsilon_0(r)} (h \rightarrow \infty) \), and the fully screened interaction \( W(\omega = 0, \theta = 0) \). For the fit we fixed \( d = 6.7 \text{ Å} \) (twice the interlayer distance) and find \( \varepsilon_m \approx 2.26 \) (in good agreement with similar fits in momentum space [46]) and \( \delta \approx 0.763 \text{ Å} \), which evidently interpolates the ab initio data well. From the comparison to the locally screened interaction we see that the background screening, as described by the second term in Eq. (11), acts differently at each \( r \) due to its non-local character. The fully screened interaction \( W(\omega = 0, \theta = 0) \) behaves as expected from Thomas-Fermi screening theory in two dimensions [47] which predicts a strongly decaying potential with a \( r^{-3} \) asymptotic behaviour, but in our calculations we also find a finite offset \( c \). This offset \( c \) decays with the supercell size and vanishes in the infinite-size limit (not shown). We attribute this behavior to finite-size/boundary effects. In detail, although the polarization function \( \Pi^c(r, r', \omega = 0) \) is rather localized, as shown in Fig. 3 (b), it still has some non-vanishing oscillating tails due to the finite Fermi surface. These tails in \( r \) are partially missing if \( r' \) is fixed to an edge side, which induces the finite offset \( c \). Equipped with the continuous representation of the background-screened Coulomb interaction \( U(r) \) and the tight-binding model described by the hopping matrix elements from Table I we can evaluate Eq. (4) for arbitrary twist angles \( \theta \).

![Fig. 3](image-url)

**FIG. 3.** (Top) AB-stacked bilayer graphene Coulomb matrix elements. Orange circles depict cRPA results. The blue line is obtained by fitting Eq. (11) to the cRPA data. In green we show the locally screened Coulomb interaction (i.e. Eq. (11) in the limit of \( h \rightarrow \infty \)). Pink diamonds show fully screened Coulomb interaction \( W(r, r' = \text{center}, \omega = 0) \). (Bottom) Static polarizability \( \Pi^c(r, r', \omega = 0) \) for two different choices of \( r' \). The colorbar is clamped to a small range to highlight the oscillating tails.

with 3252 atomic sites corresponding to a side length of \( L \approx 40 \text{ Å} \) and at an electron doping of about \( n = 5.3 \times 10^{14} \text{ cm}^{-2} \), which is around the maximum achievable with double sided ionic-liquid gating techniques [48]. In Fig. 4 we show the corresponding local EELS(\( \omega \)) next to momentum-resolved EELS(\( q, \omega \)) for \( \omega < 3 \text{ eV} \) and for \( q < 0.4 \text{ Å}^{-1} \). In the local EELS we find a series of pronounced excitations below \( \omega < 2 \text{ eV} \). In EELS(\( q, \omega \)) there are two plasmonic branches within this energy range. One shows the characteristic “flattened” \( \sqrt{q} \)-like dispersion [39, 49] and the other (lower) one is approximately linear in \( q \). Around \( \omega = 2 \text{ eV} \) these two modes merge and become strongly Landau-damped yielding a nearly zero EELS(\( \omega \))
FIG. 4. (Top) Plasmonic dispersion relation $\text{EELS}(q, \omega)$ next to full EELS($\omega$) for AB-stacked bilayer graphene (i.e. $\theta = 0^\circ$). Dashed lines indicate energies of $0.63$, $0.9775$, $1.195$, and $1.65$ eV corresponding to “dark” dipole, “dark” 1$s$, “bright” dipole, and “bright” 1$s$ modes, respectively. (Bottom) Full EELS($\omega$) for various twist angles $\theta$.

for $2 \text{eV} < \omega < 3 \text{eV}$.

At this point it is important to note the limits of our material-realistic Coulomb modeling approach. In the “low-energy” range ($\omega < 5 \text{ eV}$) we are mostly dealing with virtual excitations and thus screening processes solely within the $p_z$ manifold. For larger excitation energies transitions involving the rest space would become important, which we do not correctly render here. Thus, although we find well defined high-energy (gaped) plasmons, we do not discuss them here.

In Fig. 5 we categorize the different modes in terms of their real-space charge distributions, as approximately measured by the eigenvector $\phi_1(r, \omega)$ of the dielectric function. For each mode, we show $\phi_1(r, \omega)$ for both layers separately. The first excitation around $\omega \approx 0.32 \text{ eV}$ is a homogeneous fully layer-polarized mode. Around $\omega \approx 1.2 \text{ eV}$ we find another charge-polarized mode, but with in-plane dipole character without layer-polarization. This mode is accompanied by a layer-polarized dipole mode at lower frequency $\omega \approx 0.63 \text{ eV}$. These extended modes are classically expected for finite size systems and have been found in other 2D systems [37].

At $\omega \approx 1.65 \text{ eV}$ we find a quantum-dot like mode with $s$ symmetry without layer polarization and at $\omega \approx 1.0 \text{ eV}$ its layer-polarized counterpart. In a periodic system we would interpret these modes as the $\omega_+ \propto \sqrt{q}$ and $\omega_- \propto q$ acoustic modes [50–53]. Indeed, for $q \approx 0.1 \text{Å}^{-1}$ and $\omega \approx 1.65 \text{ eV}$ and $\omega \approx 1.0 \text{ eV}$ we find in EELS($q, \omega$) two strong resonances in the $\omega_+(q)$ and $\omega_-(q)$ branches, respectively. We can thus interpret these 1$s$ plasmonic quantum dot modes as the lowest-energy excitations of this kind in our finite-size supercell. Moreover, we see that the higher excitation energy creates a much stronger EELS signal than the one at lower excitation energy. Based on this observation we refer to them as “bright” and “dark” 1$s$ modes in the following. Like in the case of the classical layer-polarized dipole mode, the layer-polarized “dark” 1$s$ mode is excited at a lower frequency compared to its “bright” counterpart. Due to the inter-layer phase shift the total electrostatic/Hartree energy is reduced so that these layer-polarized modes naturally have a lower excitation energy. Next to the 1$s$ we also find a “dark” (layer-polarized) mode with $p$ symmetry at $\omega \approx 1.27 \text{ eV}$. This $p$-like mode, however, cannot be characterized as a conventional extended acoustic mode (i.e. being part of $\omega_{\pm}(q)$), as expected in a periodic system, because of its dipole-like background. In section IVA we additionally discuss the same modes at lower doping. There, importantly, we lose the “dark” modes due to enhanced Landau-damping.

FIG. 5. Classical and quantum dot plasmonic modes in real-space for $\theta = 0^\circ$ together with their excitation energies. The left (right) two columns depict the bottom and top layer of the “bright” (“dark”) modes.
FIG. 6. Dipole and 1s plasmonic modes in real-space for various \( \theta \) together with their excitation energies. The left (right) four columns depict the layer resolved “dark” and “bright” dipole (1s) modes.

B. Twist angle dependence

We proceed with the discussion of the impact of finite twist angles on the full EELS as well as on the previously discussed real-space plasmonic patterns and their excitation energies. In the lower panel of Fig. 4 we show EELS(\( \omega \)) for \( \theta = 0, 10, 20, 30^\circ \). From this we see that modes with energies \( \omega < 1.0 \text{ eV} \) are more affected by twisting than the higher-energy excitations. Since it is not clear from this data which mode shifts in which direction, we present in Fig. 6 the dark and bright dipole and 1s modes for the same \( \theta \) together with their corresponding excitation energies.

For the bright dipole mode we observe that the boundary separating the differently charged areas is rotating when we adjust \( \theta \), synchronously in the lower and upper layer, however, only with \( \theta/2 \). The latter can be readily understood by overlaying the rotated dipole patterns and by remembering that the charge distributions in the two layers are not independent. The missing overlap at the corners of the hexagons additionally yields enhanced charge accumulations in the two opposite corners (per layers). Overall this lowers the mirror symmetry with respect to the charge-separation line to a “line-inversion” symmetry. The dark dipole mode behaves similarly. The charge separation line again rotates with \( \theta/2 \), but we observe a “smearing” of it, such that the charge separation is not as sharp as in the bright dipole mode.

Finally, in Fig. 7 we plot the excitation energies for all modes as a function of \( \theta \). We see that within the given accuracy the excitation energies of the bright modes do not dependent on the rotation angle. The dark modes, however, do. In detail, we see for both cases, the dark dipole as well as the dark 1s mode, a significantly decreased energy upon rotation by \( 10^\circ \). Afterwards, these modes just mildly dependent on further rotation towards
\( \theta = 30^\circ \). The initial symmetry breaking between 0° and 10° thus leaves the strongest footprint in the plasmonic energies, while the larger rotation angles do not change it too drastically anymore. Due to the lower excitation energy of the dark dipole modes they are energetically closer to the particle-hole continuum and thus more affected by Landau-damping effects. This simultaneously renders these modes also more dependent to the single-particle properties. Since the single-particle properties experience changes upon twisting (due to our \( t_{\perp} \) model), while the Coulomb interaction model is fully rotationally invariant, we understand that the \( \theta \)-dependent changes to the excitation energy of the dark modes are mostly induced by changes in the single-particle properties.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK**

We have presented an ab initio derived twisted bilayer graphene many-body model including a consistent description of the kinetic (hopping) and Coulomb matrix elements. Upon separating the different screening channels into the low-energy \( p_z \) and residual background screening, we were able to map the rotation dependence of the total polarizability to the low-energy screening channels only. This allowed us to calculate the background-screened Coulomb interaction from first principles using constrained RPA and to fit the resulting partially-screened interaction with a lightweight continuum model. All rotation dependencies are subsequently handled within the low-energy \( p_z \) space only.

Based on this model we studied low-energy plasmonic excitations in real space in electron-doped twisted bilayer graphene supercells. We observed a variety of different excitation patterns including classical dipole as well as plasmonic quantum dot states. The two layers yield two versions of these excitations: “bright” and “dark” ones with in- and out-of-phase interlayer charge oscillations. While the bright excitations show no significant twisting dependence, the dark ones show a reduction of their excitation energies upon a twist by 10°. Larger rotation angles change the excitation energies just a bit.

The observed quantum dot plasmonic patterns could be classified in terms of their symmetries into 1s and 1p. These states show promise for both analyzing twisted bilayer systems and for possible practical applications. For example, the twisting dependence of the dark 1s mode could be utilized within scanning near-field optical microscopy measurements [54, 55] to measure small (local) twist angle variations. On the other side, the plasmonic quantum dot states might also allow for twist-dependent tailoring of light-matter interactions. The orientation of the \( p \)-like states might, for example, be utilized to create novel direction-dependent light sensors.

We thus expect that this initial study forms the ground for further material-specific quantitative real-space plasmonics studies of twisted bilayer graphene and similar systems.
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**APPENDIX**

**A. Doping dependence**

In Fig. 8 we present a few plasmonic excitation patterns for a smaller electron doping of \( n = 6.3 \times 10^{13} \) cm\(^{-2} \) and the same supercell as before. In this case we can again clearly identify a variety of bright modes. The dark modes are, however, not well defined anymore. Although we find some plasmonic eigenvectors which resemble the corresponding dark modes at lower excitation energies, these are not well defined plasmonic excitations since the real part of the dielectric function does not fulfill the necessary requirement \( \text{Re} [\varepsilon(\omega)] = 0 \). The excitation energies of the bright dipole and 1s modes are strongly reduced compared to the corresponding mode at high electron doping. For the 1s mode these observations are fully in line with the expected behaviour of the previously mentioned \( \omega_{\pm}(q) \) modes [50–52]. The vanishing / fading of
the dark modes is thus a result of their close vicinity to the electron-hole continuum.

B. Ab initio details

The band structure and density of states were calculated within density functional theory utilizing the projected augmented wave (PAW) formalism \cite{PhysRevB.56.13110, PhysRevB.57.1254} as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (vasp) \cite{PhysRevB.61.1291, PhysRevB.62.5159}. The exchange-correlation effects were considered using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) \cite{PhysRevLett.62.242}. A 517 eV energy cut-off for the plane-waves and a convergence threshold of $10^{-7}$ eV were used in the calculations. The Brillouin zone was sampled by a $(18 \times 18)$ k-point mesh. The in-plane lattice constant is set to 2.468 Å and the out-of-plane distance between the two-layers is set to 3.35 Å. A 25 Å-thick super-cell was used in the direction perpendicular to the 2D plane in order to reduce spurious interactions between supercell images. The Wannier functions and the tight-binding Hamiltonian were calculated within the scheme of maximal localization \cite{PhysRevLett.101.136801, PhysRevLett.103.246403} using the wannier90 package \cite{wannier90}. The Coulomb interaction was evaluated using the maximally localized Wannier functions within the constrained Random Phase Approximation (cRPA) \cite{PhysRevLett.55.856, PhysRevB.88.045128} as $U_{ij} = \langle w_i w_j | U | w_i w_j \rangle$, where $U$ is the partially screened Coulomb interaction defined by $U = v + v^{\text{rest}} U$ with $v$ being the bare Coulomb interaction, $v^{\text{rest}}$ the cRPA polarization, and $w_i$ the Wannier function at the lattice site $i$. The polarization operator $\Pi^{\text{rest}}$ describes screening from all electronic states except those given by the tight-binding Hamiltonian obtained in the Wannier basis. For these calculations, we used a recent cRPA implementation by Kaltak within vasp \cite{PhysRevB.88.045128}. To converge the cRPA polarization with respect to the number of empty states we used in total 208 bands.

C. RPA details

The screening from the low-energy $p_z$ orbitals is calculated using the real-space Random Phase Approximation code from Ref. \cite{PhysRevLett.120.047401}. This code evaluates Eq. (5) for a given single-particle Hamiltonian at a given temperature $T$ and damping $\eta$. In all our calculations, the temperature was set to $k_B T = 0.0256$ eV and damping was $\eta = 0.001$ eV. Compared to Ref. \cite{PhysRevLett.120.047401} we applied two notable optimizations. First of all, we reduced the computational load by taking the sparsity of Eq. (4) at finite temperatures into account. This reduced the effective algorithmic complexity from $O(N^4)$ to $O(N^{3.13})$ where $N$ is the number of lattice sites. Furthermore, we run the computations on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) which are much better at dense linear algebra than CPUs. All together, we could evaluate Eq. (5) for a given $\omega$ in less than 30 seconds on an NVIDIA V100, whereas for a comparable system size it took more than 24 hours in Ref. \cite{PhysRevLett.120.047401}, thus achieving $\times3000$ speedup.
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